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TAQI BAHAR 

 

Mohammad-Taqi Bahar also romanized as Mohammad-Taqī Bahār; 10 

December 1886 in Mashhad – 22 April 1951 in Tehran), widely known as 

Malek osh-Sho'arā (Persian:  الشعراءملک ) and Malek osh-Sho'arā Bahār ("poet 

laureate," literally: the king of poets), was a renowned Iranian poet, scholar, 

politician, journalist, historian and Professor of Literature. Although he was a 

20th-century poet, his poems are fairly traditional and strongly nationalistic in 

character. Bahar was father of prominent Iranist, linguist, mythologist and 

Persian historian Mehrdad Bahar. 

Mohammad-Taqí Bahār was born on 10 December 1886 in the Sarshoor 

District of Mashhad, the capital city of the Khorasan Province in the north-east 

of Iran. His father was Mohammad Kazem Sabouri, the Poet Laureate of the 

shrine in Mashhad who held the honorific title of Malek o-Sho'arā ("King of 

Poets"), while his mother was a devout woman named Hajjiyeh Sakineh 

Khanum. Bahār was of Georgian descent on his maternal side. His mother's 

forebears were Georgian notables who had been captured by the troops of 

Abbas Mirza during the Russo-Iranian Wars and were taken to mainland Iran, 

where they eventually converted to Islam. Bahār's paternal great-great-

grandfather was Hajj Mohammad-Baqer Kashani, who in turn was the son of 

Hajj Abd ol-Qader Kharabaf of Kashan. 

 

Bahār began his primary education when he was three, with his father, 

Mohammad Kāzem Sabouri, as his tutor. In addition to his private schooling, 

Bahār attended one of the traditional schools, Maktab Khāneh, in Mashhad. To 

enhance his knowledge of the Persian and Arabic, he further attended the 

classes of Adib Nai'shābouri, a traditional poet and literary scholar who 

promoted the style of the poets of Khorasan in the early Islamic era, in the 

tradition of the so-called bāzgasht-e adabī (literary regress). It has been said that 

Bahār knew by heart a very good portion of the Koran at a very early age. 

According to Bahār himself, at seven he read Shahnameh and fully grasped the 

meaning of Ferdowsi's Epic poems. 

 



Bahār composed his first poem at age eight, at which time he also chose 

the name Bahār, meaning Spring, as his pen name (takhallos in Persian). It is 

known that Bahār chose this pen name after Bahār Shirvāni, a poet and close 

friend of his father's, after Shirvāni's death. Shirvāni was a renowned poet 

during Nasser-al-Din Shah Qajar. 

At 14, Bahār was fluent in Arabic, and later he achieved spoken and 

written fluency in French. At 18, he lost his father and started to work as a 

Muslim preacher and clergy. It was during this time that he composed a long 

ode (Qasideh in Persian) and sent it to Mozzafar-al-Din Shah who became so 

deeply impressed by this ode that he immediately appointed Bahār as his Poet 

Laureate and by Royal Decree conferred on him, at the age of 19 (1903), the 

title of Malek o-Sho'arā at the shrine of Imam Reza in Mashad. 

 

At the onset of the Constitutional Revolution of Iran (1906–1911), Bahār 

laid down his position of Poet Laureateship and joined the revolutionary 

movement for establishing the parliamentary system of democracy in Iran. 

Bahār became an active member of the Mashhad branch of Anjoman-e Sa'ādat 

(Society for Prosperity) that campaigned for establishment of Parliament of Iran 

(Majles). He published the semi-covert newspaper Khorāsān, in collaboration 

with Hossein Ardebili, Nou-bahār (New Spring), and Tāzeh-bahār (Fresh 

Spring), both in collaboration with his cousin Haj Sheikh Ahmad Bahar who 

operated a printing company and who acted as the Senior Editor first in 

Mashhad and later in Tehran. 

 

Bahār published numerous articles in his newspapers in which he 

passionately exhorted his readers to stand up and help bring about the 

establishment of a functioning Parliament. He equally forcefully advocated 

creation of new and reformed public institutions, a new social and political 

order and of new forms of expression. After the triumph of the Constitutional 

Revolution, Bahār was repeatedly elected as Member of Parliament. 

 


